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Abstract

What are the spontaneous stereotypes that U.S. citizens hold about the U.S. states? We complemented insights from theory-
driven approaches to this question with insights from a novel data-driven approach. Based on pile sorting and spatial arrange-
ment similarity ratings for the states, we computed two cognitive maps of the states. Based on ratings for the states on
*20 candidate dimensions, we interpreted the dimensions that spanned the two maps (Studies 1 and 2). Consistent with the
agency/socioeconomic success, conservative-progressive beliefs, and communion (ABC) model of spontaneous stereotypes,
these dimensions that participants spontaneously used to rate the states’ similarity included prosperity (A) and ideology (B)
stereotypes (states seen as more liberal and atheist were seen as more educated and wealthy). Study 3 showed that states seen as
more average on A and B were stereotyped as more likable. Additionally, Study 3 showed that interstate similarity in stereotypic
ideology and prosperity mattered, as it predicted interstate prejudice.
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To orient in the ever more explored and populated world, peo-

ple use maps that show the cities, states, and countries that can

be found from north to south and west to east. Comprehensive

orientation, however, goes well beyond the four cardinal direc-

tions. For example, people also need to know what land-

scape(s); climate; population; and culture of thoughts,

feelings, and behaviors to expect from regions. To cope with

nowadays’ enormous amount of orientation-relevant informa-

tion, people form and use cognitive maps that may feature

spontaneous regional stereotypes (Tolman, 1948). In this

data-driven research, we used participant-generated candidate

dimensions to reveal the spontaneous stereotypes featured in

U.S. citizens’ cognitive map of the U.S. states. Furthermore,

we showed that these spontaneous stereotypes observed in two

independent samples of participants predicted interstate preju-

dice as estimated by a third independent sample.

Spontaneous Stereotypes About the U.S. States

The stereotype content model (SCM; Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, &

Xu, 2002) claims that people mentally organize social groups,

states (Kervyn, Fiske, & Yzerbyt, 2013), and even brands

(Kervyn, Fiske, & Malone, 2012) along the two stereotype

dimensions competence (aka agency) and warmth (aka com-

munion). However, despite a plethora of research on these Big

Two (Abele & Wojciszke, 2014), there is a lack of evidence

that people spontaneously use competence and warmth

stereotypes to make sense of groups, states, and brands. One

reason for this is that participants in the respective studies did

not rate groups/states/brands on other dimensions. For exam-

ple, in one study, Europeans rated European states on stereoty-

pic warmth, competence, status, and competition with other

European states (Cuddy et al., 2009). This theory-driven preselec-

tion of dimensions prevented participants from spontaneously

using stereotype dimensions other than warmth, competence, sta-

tus, and competition. Thus, given free choice, U.S. citizens might

spontaneously use stereotype dimensions other than warmth and

competence to mentally organize the U.S. states.

In fact, recent data-driven research supported a different

model. According to this ABC model, people spontaneously

use the two stereotype dimensions agency/socioeconomic suc-

cess (A) and conservative–progressive beliefs (B) to mentally

organize groups (Koch, Imhoff, Dotsch, Unkelbach, & Alves,
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2016). People might spontaneously use status and power infor-

mation (A stereotypes) to satisfy the needs for effective/effi-

cient communication and cooperation, personal achievement,

and social advancement (Magee & Galinsky, 2008). Learning

whether others are conservative or progressive

(B stereotypes) helps to balance exploiting current resources

of certain quality and exploring alternative resources of uncer-

tain but possibly better quality (Inzlicht, Schmeichel, &

Macrae, 2014). In the ABC studies, warmth or communion

(C) was not used as a third independent dimension. Instead,

impressions of C peaked at impressions of average A (Imhoff

& Koch, 2017) and B. In light of this contradiction between the

theoretically developed SCM and the data-driven ABC model,

it seems worthwhile to refrain from theoretical assumptions

about relevant U.S. state stereotypes and let the data speak for

themselves. Accordingly, the aim of this research was to clarify

U.S. citizens’ spontaneous stereotypes about the U.S. states.

The Present Research

We report two data-driven studies in which participants used

pile sorting (Study 1; e.g., Shaver, Schwartz, Kirson, &

O’Connor, 1987) and a more sensitive spatial arrangement

method (SpAM; Study 2; e.g., Hout & Goldinger, 2016; Hout,

Goldinger, & Ferguson, 2013; Koch, Alves, Krüger, &

Unkelbach, 2016; Lammers, Koch, Conway, & Brandt, in

press) to rate the similarity of all states. Why similarity ratings?

Because similarity allowed participants to spontaneously use

any stereotype dimensions to mentally organize the states. To

illustrate, participants were free to construe interstate similarity

in terms of stereotypic prosperity. If so, they would rate New

York and California as similar, and they would rate Maryland

and West Virginia as dissimilar. However, participants were

also free to construe interstate similarity in terms of longitude,

and in this case, they would rate New York and California as

dissimilar and Maryland and West Virginia as similar.

Importantly, if most participants would rate the similarity of

most states with respect to the same dimensions, these sponta-

neously used dimensions could be identified by computing and

interpreting a cognitive map that visualized the pattern of

similarity ratings (see Studies 1 and 2). Based on participant-

generated candidate dimensions, Study 1 explored the dimensions

that spanned the cognitive map of the U.S. states. Study 2 con-

firmed that these dimensions included spontaneous prosperity

and ideology stereotypes. Study 3 found that these spontaneous

stereotypes mattered, as states seen as more similar to partici-

pants’ own state in prosperity and ideology were stereotyped as

more likable. Consistent with the ABC model of spontaneous

stereotypes about groups (Koch, Imhoff, Dotsch, Unkelbach, &

Alves, 2016), Study 3 also found that states seen as more average

on prosperity and ideology were stereotyped as more likable.

Throughout these studies, we report all conditions and mea-

sures. We do not report data exclusions because there were

none. We have made all data publicly available via the Open

Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/8bvza/?view_on-

ly¼3fac8305969c4ea4be17f56fc304a40d). In all studies, we

analyzed mean ratings for, or the geographic coordinates of, the

48 U.S. mainland states. Thus, our stimulus sample size was

fixed at 48. The amount of data points per mean varied from

study to study (10þ in Study 3 to 200þ in Study 1). For each

new data set, we justify our choice of data points per mean (i.e.,

our participant sample size).

Studies 1 and 2

In Studies 1 and 2, we computed and interpreted two U.S. cog-

nitive maps based on similarity ratings for the 48 U.S. mainland

states. The standard similarity assessment method is to rate the

similarity of all n � (n � 1)/2 pairs that can be formed with n

stimuli of interest. For 48 states, this makes 1,128 ratings—way

too much for a participant. Since the algorithm by which we

computed the cognitive maps can handle missing data, one

solution could have been that participants complete random

subsets of trials. This solution was not ideal, however, because

similarity (e.g., the similarity of two states in a subset of states)

is a function of context (e.g., the other states in that subset;

Goldstone, Medin, & Halberstadt, 1997). Sorting all states into

piles (e.g., Shaver et al., 1987) kept context constant and was a

more efficient solution, as sorting a state into a pile simultane-

ously rated the similarity between that and all other states in a

binary way (i.e., the same pile meant similar and separate piles

meant dissimilar). An equally efficient but more sensitive solu-

tion was sorting more similar states closer together on the

screen (the SpAM; Hout et al., 2013). The drawback of SpAM

was that participants could not use more than two orthogonal

dimensions to sort the states on the screen because it is planar

(trading some accuracy of representation for higher dimension-

ality they could, however, use more than two orthogonal

dimensions in an imperfect way; see Hout & Goldinger,

2016; Hout et al., 2013). To test whether participants would

spontaneously use more than two orthogonal dimensions to rate

the states’ similarity, in Study 1, they sorted them into piles.

Participants’ pile sorting could be described satisfactorily by

two orthogonal dimensions—that is, in a 2-D cognitive map

in which states were represented as points and similarity

between states was given by their proximity. Thus, in Study

2, we enabled participants to rate the states’ similarity in a two

dimensional but more nuanced way, namely, by sorting more

similar states closer together on the screen (i.e., by using

SpAM). The two 2-D cognitive maps computed in Studies

1/2 were almost identical.

Next, to build a 2-D model of the dimensions that partici-

pants had used to sort the states into piles (Study 1)/to spatially

arrange the states (Study 2), a third sample of participants

labeled all dimensions that run through the two 2-D cognitive

maps. With the most frequent labels, we formed 19 bipolar can-

didates such as “religious–atheist.” A fourth participant sample

rated all states on all candidates. Finally, we modeled the dis-

tribution of the states in the maps based on the distributions

of the states on the candidates (i.e., we fitted the candidates

to the maps). To build 2-D models of the maps, we searched for

pairs of orthogonal candidates that fitted well.
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Method and Results

Study 1: Pile Sorting of the U.S. States

We had no prior experience with pile sorting as a (categorical and

thus rough-grained) similarity measure. Therefore, we collected

200þ data points per pile sorting similarity mean to ensure reli-

able similarity means. We paid 215 U.S. citizens from 40 states

(MTurkers; 78 women, 137 men; Mage ¼ 31.47) a small amount

of money. Participants were presented with a deck of 48 randomly

ordered cards in the lower left corner of the screen. Each card

showed the name of a state. The task was to sort the states into

minimum three and maximum ten fields (i.e., piles) at the top

of the screen. At the beginning, the fields were empty, and there

were no labels in the fields or attached to the fields. That is, there

were no clues whatsoever about how to sort the states, except that

states perceived as similar had to be sorted into the same pile,

whereas states perceived as dissimilar had to be sorted into sepa-

rate piles (for the verbatim instructions, see Online Supplemental

Material, part 1). Once participants had dragged and dropped all

states onto minimum three piles (the states could be dragged from

pile to pile anytime during the task, a “Finish” button appeared

(see Online Supplemental Material, part 2). Upon pressing this

button, participants provided labels for each of their piles (we did

not analyze this data). For each pair of states, we recorded a 0 (for

“dissimilar”) if the two states had been sorted onto different piles

and a 1 (for “similar”) if the two states had been sorted onto the

same pile. Averaging this value across participants yielded a

mean probability of having been sorted onto the same pile for each

pair of states (i.e., pile sorting similarity).

Study 2: Spatial Arrangement of the U.S. States

Following Koch and colleagues’ (2016) example of 50þ data

points per spatial arrangement similarity mean, we paid 75

U.S. citizens from 30 states (MTurkers; 23 women, 52 men;

Mage ¼ 31.47) a small amount of money to sort the 48 U.S.

mainland states on a blank screen. Participants were instructed

to sort more similar states closer together and to sort more dif-

ferent states further apart (for the verbatim instructions, see

Online Supplemental Material, part 3). The states’ names

appeared in the middle of the screen in boxes randomly ordered

in six columns and eight rows. To sort the states, participants

dragged them to different positions. Once participants had

repositioned each state at least once (see Online Supplemental

Material, part 4), they could press a button. Upon pressing, we

recorded the spatially arranged beeline between each state and

each other state (i.e., the shortest, straight way from state to

state measured in screen pixels) as a proportion of the greatest

possible beeline—the amount of pixels along the screen diago-

nal. Averaging this value across participants yielded a mean

beeline for each pair of states (i.e., SpAM similarity).

Computing Two 2-D Cognitive Maps of the U.S. States

We subjected the Study 1 similarity data to multidimensional

scaling (MDS; for an introduction, see Online Supplemental

Material, part 5, and Hout, Papesh, & Goldinger, 2012). We used

the ALSCAL procedure (Young, Takane, & Lewyckyj, 1978);

assuming an interval scale, we estimated coordinates for the

states in six cognitive maps. The dimensionality of these maps

(k) varied from 1-D to 6-D. The goodness of fit to the similar-

ity data was S (stress; *1 � proportion of retained similarity

variance) ¼ .15, .10, .05, .04, .03, and .03 for the 1-D, 2-D,

3-D, 4-D, 5-D, and 6-D map, respectively. S � .20, .15, .10,

.05, and .025 is poor, sufficient, satisfactory, good, and excellent,

respectively (Kruskal & Wish, 1978). Balancing goodness of fit

and parsimony of the map (Jaworska & Chupetlovska-

Anastasova, 2009), we proceeded with searching for the two

orthogonal dimensions that spanned the pile sorting–based 2-D

cognitive map of the U.S. states (see Online Supplemental Mate-

rial, part 6).

Likewise, we subjected the Study 2 similarity data to MDS

with the same settings as described above. The fit to the simi-

larity data was S ¼ .14, .06, .04, .03, .03, and .02 for the 1-D,

2-D, 3-D, 4-D, 5-D, and 6-D map, respectively. Based on this

trend of stress indices, as in Study 1, we proceeded with

searching for the two orthogonal dimensions that spanned the

SpAM-based 2-D cognitive map of the U.S. states (see Online

Supplemental Material, part 7).

The proximities between the states in the pile sorting–based

map (Study 1) correlated strongly with the proximities between

the states in the SpAM-based map (Study 2), r¼ .90. Thus, par-

ticipants in Study 2 freely chose to spatially arrange the states

on the same two orthogonal dimensions that participants in

Study 1 spontaneously used to sort the states into piles. But

what was the nature of these dimensions?

Generating Candidate Dimensions

We paid 101 U.S. citizens (MTurkers; 45 women, 56 men;

Mage ¼ 35.14) a small amount of money. We rotated the coordi-

nates of the states in the pile sorting–based 2-D cognitive map

clockwise around the center of the map. We rotated them in

18 steps of 20� (¼ a full rotation of 360�). At each rotation step,

we formed a ranking based on the states’ current x-coordinates

(after nine rotation steps—a half rotation of 180�—each ranking

was reversed). We presented participants with the state rankings

of nine consecutive rotation steps, one at a time and in a random

order. These nine state rankings represented nine dimensions

that ran through the map in a way that the maximum rotation

angle between them and other dimensions was 10�. A rotation

angle of 10� corresponded to a correlation of r > .98. Thus, the

nine dimensions covered all dimensions that participants in

Study 1 spontaneously used to sort the states into piles.

To understand their task, participants were first presented

with an example in which the animal characteristic based on

which “giraffe, elephant, horse, deer, dog, mouse, and bee” were

ranked one atop the other was labeled “tall” and/or “big.” Then,

participants were presented with the states one atop the other in

the order of their x-coordinates on the respective dimension, and

they labeled the state characteristic based on which they thought

the states were ranked (see Online Supplemental Material,

532 Social Psychological and Personality Science 9(5)



part 8). After labeling the first state ranking, participants labeled

eight other state rankings. Following Koch and colleagues’

(2016), for each of the state rankings, we obtained *50 labels

and proceeded with the two most frequently entered labels. Next,

we eliminated duplicates and formed 15 bipolar candidate

dimensions by pairing the remaining labels with their antonyms

(e.g., “conservative–liberal”).

The 102 additional U.S. citizens (MTurkers; 41 women, 61

men; Mage ¼ 33.58) labeled nine state rankings that together

represented all dimensions that ran through Study 2’s spatial

arrangement–based 2-D cognitive map (i.e., all dimensions that

participants in Study 2 spontaneously used to spatially arrange

the states). Eliminating duplicates and pairing the remaining

labels with their antonyms resulted in four additional bipolar

candidate dimensions.

Interpreting the Cognitive Maps of the U.S. States

We paid 380 additional U.S. citizens (MTurkers; 128 women,

252 men; Mage ¼ 35.57) a small amount of money. Their

instructions were “Dear participant, as viewed by society, how

[e.g., conservative] versus [e.g., liberal] are the 48 mainland

states?” Participants used 0–10 slider scales to rate the states

in a random order on the same screen (see Online Supplemental

Material, part 9). We recruited 380 participants because we

aimed for *20 raters per dimension (same as in Koch et al.,

2016). Accordingly, there were between 16 and 23 raters per

dimension. Raters’ agreement about the states was high, ICC(2, k)

� .80, for all 19 dimensions, indicating that 16–23 raters were

adequate participant sample sizes.

Next, we predicted the states’ mean ratings on the 19 candi-

date dimensions based on the states’ x- and y-coordinates in

Study 1’s 2-D cognitive map. The coefficient of determination

(R2) of each of these 19 multiple linear regression analyses

(also known as property fitting; Chang & Carroll, 1969) indi-

cated the amount of state variance on the respective dimension

explained by the state coordinates in Study 1’s 2-D cognitive

map. Part 9 of the Online Supplemental Material (see the Study

1 column) shows R2 for all 19 dimensions. Figure 1 shows the

11 dimensions with the highest R2 at the rotation angle at which

Figure 1. Study 1’s 2-D cognitive map of the 48 U.S. mainland states with amount of explained state mean rating variance (R2) given in par-
entheses separately for each dimension.
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the corresponding vector of state perpendiculars explained R2

of the state mean rating variance on the respective dimension.

To account for the entire state coordinate variance in the 2-D

cognitive map, two orthogonal dimensions with R2 approach-

ing 1 needed to be found. Table 1 lists all pairs of Figure 1

dimensions with a rotation angle of 75� � a� 105� in the order

of their suitability as a model of the two independent dimen-

sions that participants spontaneously used to sort the states into

piles (see mean R2 for suitability as a model).

Next, we predicted the states’ mean ratings on the 19 candi-

date dimensions based on the states’ x- and y-coordinates in

Study 2’s 2-D cognitive map. Part 10 of the Online Supplemen-

tal Material (see the Study 2 column) shows R2 for all 19

dimensions. Figure 2 shows the 11 dimensions with the highest

R2 at the rotation angle at which the corresponding vector of

state perpendiculars explained R2 of the state mean rating var-

iance on the respective dimension.

Again, two orthogonal dimensions with R2 approaching 1

needed to be found. Table 2 lists all pairs of Figure 2 dimen-

sions with a rotation angle of 75� � a � 105� in the order of

their suitability as a model of the two independent dimensions

that participants spontaneously used to spatially arrange the

states (see mean R2 for suitability as a model).

Discussion

Studies 1 and 2 showed that U.S. citizens spontaneously used

the ideology stereotypes “religious–atheist,” “conservative–

liberal,” “republican–democrat,” and “anti–pro gun control,”

and the prosperity stereotypes “uneducated–educated” and

“poor–wealthy” to mentally organize the U.S. states. This is

consistent with the recent finding that people mentally organize

social groups (artists, elderly, managers, homeless, etc.) based

on their stereotypic agency/socioeconomic success (A) and

conservative–progressive beliefs (B; Koch et al., 2016). In the

studies that brought forth the ABC model, groups’ stereotypic

prosperity was weakly predictive of their stereotypic progres-

siveness (Mr across four sets of groups ¼ 0.24). Thus, prosper-

ity and progressiveness qualified (and, in fact, fitted well) as a

2-D model of spontaneous stereotypes about groups. Here,

states’ stereotypic prosperity (uneducated–educated and

poor–wealthy) was strongly predictive of their stereotypic

progressiveness (religious–atheist, conservative–liberal, repub-

lican–democrat, and anti–pro gun control), Mr ¼ 0.77, SDr ¼
0.07, all ps < .001. Given this overlap, a dimension more or less

orthogonal to stereotypic prosperity/ideology was required to

form a well-fitting 2-D model of spontaneous perception of the

U.S. states. “Western–Eastern” (W–E) was orthogonal to

stereotypic prosperity/ideology, Mr ¼ 0.12, SDr ¼ 0.13, ps

between .01 (anti–pro gun control) and .28–.91 (the other

stereotypes), and the same was true for new–historic, Mr ¼
0.19, SDr ¼ 0.18, ps between < .01 (anti–pro gun control) and

.08–.40 (the other stereotypes). Thus, stereotypic prosperity/

ideology and “W–E” or “New Historic” qualified and, in fact,

fitted best, as a 2-D model of spontaneous perception of the

U.S. states (see Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1 and 2).

In sum, Studies 1 and 2 suggested that the ABC model of

spontaneous stereotypes (Koch et al., 2016) only generalizes

from groups to U.S. states insofar as that people’s spontaneous

perception of the U.S. states also included prosperity (A) and

ideology (B) stereotypes, but not to the extent that these stereo-

types were almost orthogonal and together formed the best-

fitting 2-D model of spontaneous perception of the U.S. states.

Instead, people’s spontaneous perception of the U.S. states was

best described by combining stereotypic prosperity (A)/ideol-

ogy (B) with either “W–E” or “New–Historic.” Studies 1 and

2 thus suggested that while people may spontaneously use pros-

perity (A) and ideology (B) stereotypes to mentally organize all

sorts of social domains such as groups, states, and countries, the

ABC model of spontaneous stereotypes does not generalize

across social domains, space, and time. Understanding how

people mentally organize different social domains in different

space and time contexts thus seems to require separate data-

driven investigations such as reported here.

Study 3

People like people like themselves (i.e., homophily;

McPherson, Smith-Lovin, & Cook, 2001). There are many

respects, however, in which people are similar to one another,

and homophily may be stronger for similarity in some com-

pared to other respects. In Study 3, we hypothesized that inter-

state similarity with respect to the spontaneous prosperity and

ideology stereotypes revealed in Studies 1/2 matters in the

sense that it predicts interstate prejudice over and above inter-

state proximity in the cardinal directions.

Method and Results

Measuring Stereotypic Interstate Liking

We paid 497 citizens from the 48 U.S. mainland states

(MTurkers; 258 women, 239 men; Mage ¼ 36.55; M ¼ 10.35

citizens per state, SD ¼ 2.62, for reasons of economy, we did

not recruit more than *10 citizens per state) a small amount

of money. Participants’ sole instructions were “Dear

Table 1. Interpreting the Pile Sorting–Based 2-D Cognitive Map of
the U.S. States.

Model First Dimension R2 Second Dimension R2 Mean R2

1 New–Historic .85 Religious–Atheist .78 .82
2 Western–Eastern .81 Religious–Atheist .78 .80
3 Western–Eastern .81 Conservative–Liberal .76 .79
4 New–Historic .85 Uneducated–Educated .67 .76
5 Western–Eastern .81 Uneducated–Educated .67 .74
6 New–Historic .85 Poor–Wealthy .60 .68
7 New–Historic .85 Southern–Northern .60 .68
8 Western–Eastern .81 Poor–Wealthy .60 .66
9 Western–Eastern .81 Southern–Northern .60 .66
10 Dry–Humid .70 Anti–Pro gun control .63 .67
11 Poor–Wealthy .59 North Eastern–South

Western
.56 .58

534 Social Psychological and Personality Science 9(5)



participant, How much do typical people from your state like

typical people from [Alabama . . . Wyoming]?” Participants

used 9-point scales ranging from do not like them to like them

very much to rate the states in a random order (see Online

Supplemental Material, part 11). Across raters from all states,

agreement about the states was sufficient, MICC(2, k) ¼ 0.68,

SD ¼ 0.17.

Predicting Stereotypic Interstate Liking Based on
Interstate Similarity

Based on the ratings collected in Studies 1 and 2, we calculated

subjective interstate proximity in “W–E” such that states with

smaller mean rating differences in “W–E” were taken as more

proximal. Like this, we also calculated subjective interstate

proximity in “Southern–Northern” (“S–N”).

Next, we regressed the typical Alabama citizens’ liking of

typical citizens from Alabama, Arizona, . . . Wyoming on two

simultaneously entered predictors, namely, subjective proxim-

ity in “W–E” between Alabama and Alabama, Alabama and

Arizona, . . . Alabama and Wyoming, and subjective proximity

in “S–N” between Alabama and Alabama, Alabama and Arizo-

na, . . . Alabama and Wyoming. In the same way, we also

Table 2. Interpreting the Spatial Arrangement–Based 2-D Cognitive
Map of the U.S. States.

Model First Dimension R2 Second Dimension R2 Mean R2

1 Western–Eastern .96 Religious–Atheist .92 .94
2 Western–Eastern .96 Conservative–Liberal .91 .94
3 Western–Eastern .96 Uneducated–

Educated
.85 .91

4 New–Historic .83 Religious–Atheist .91 .87
5 Western–Eastern .96 Southern–Northern .73 .85
6 Western–Eastern .96 Republican–Democrat .71 .84
7 Western–Eastern .96 Poor–Wealthy .69 .83
8 North Eastern–

South Western
.83 North Western-South

Eastern
.79 .81

9 New–Historic .83 Southern–Northern .73 .78
10 New–Historic .83 Republican–Democrat .71 .77
11 New–Historic .83 Poor–Wealthy .69 .76

Figure 2. Study 2’s 2-D cognitive map of the 48 U.S. mainland states with amount of explained state mean rating variance (R2) given in
parentheses separately for each dimension.
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predicted the typical Arizona . . . Wyoming citizens’ stereoty-

pic interstate liking. Next, we averaged explained interstate

prejudice variance (i.e., R2) across the 48 multiple regressions

for the Alabama, Arizona, . . . Wyoming participants to obtain

an estimate for the extent to which subjective interstate proxim-

ity in “W–E” and “S–N” predicted interstate prejudice across

citizens from all states: MR2 ¼ 0.43, SD ¼ 0.17.

Finally, we expanded this subjective geographic explanation

of interstate prejudice with one ideology or prosperity stereo-

type at a time. That is, we predicted stereotypic interstate liking

based on subjective proximity not just in “W–E” and “S–N” but

also in “religious–atheist,” “conservative–liberal,” “anti–pro

gun control,” “Republican–Democrat,” “poor–wealthy,” or

“uneducated–educated.” Across the states, every single of these

six ideology/prosperity stereotypes explained a sizable, statisti-

cally significant surplus of stereotypic interstate liking var-

iance, MDR2 ¼ 0.09, SD ¼ 0.02 (the upper half of Table 3).

We repeated this analysis replacing subjective with objective

proximity in “W–E” and “S–N” (states whose centroids have

smaller differences in “W–E” and “S–N” were taken as more

proximal). Again, every single of these six stereotypes

explained a sizable, statistically significant surplus of stereoty-

pic interstate liking variance, MDR2 ¼ 0.21, SD ¼ 0.03 (see

lower half of Table 3).

Discussion

Study 3 showed that the spontaneous ideology and prosperity

stereotypes revealed in Studies 1 and 2 mattered, as U.S. inter-

state similarity in stereotypic ideology and prosperity predicted

stereotypic interstate liking over and above both subjective and

objective interstate proximity in “S–N” and “W–E.” It should

be noted that Study 3’s participants estimated the likability of

stereotypical citizens from the U.S. states as viewed by the

stereotypical citizen of their own U.S. state, which neglected

perception variance on the side of both people stereotyping and

people stereotyped. Examining this variance is an interesting

and relevant avenue for future research.

At first glance, Study 3’s finding that states’ stereotypic lik-

ability depended on the stereotypic prosperity/ideology of per-

ceivers’ own state was not related to the explanation of

likability or communion (C; likability and C are tightly associ-

ated; Imhoff & Koch, 2017) given by the ABC model of spon-

taneous stereotypes (Koch et al., 2016). Consistent with the

density hypothesis that positive people, things, and events are

more alike than negative people, things, and events (Alves,

Koch, & Unkelbach, 2016, 2017a, b; Alves et al., 2015; Koch

et al., 2016; Unkelbach, Fiedler, Bayer, Stegmüller, & Danner,

2008), the ABC model explains states’ C as a function of their

averageness on A (agency/socioeconomic success;

*prosperity) and B (conservative–progressive beliefs;

*ideology). At a closer look, however, this explanation could

be related to Study 3’s finding.

Given that people from states seen as average on prosperity/

ideology were stereotyped to like states also seen as average on

prosperity/ideology (as shown in Study 3), perhaps states seen

as more average on prosperity/ideology were stereotyped as

more likable across all states because most states were seen

as average on prosperity/ideology. That is, Study 3’s finding

(i.e., stereotypic interstate liking was a function of interstate

similarity in stereotypic prosperity/ideology) plus the assump-

tion of a normal distribution of states’ stereotypic prosperity/

ideology together would predict exactly the same as the ABC

model, namely, that states seen as more average on prosper-

ity/ideology should be stereotyped as more likable across peo-

ple from all states.

To test this curvilinear relation, for each state, we averaged

stereotypic likability across Study 3’s people from all states,

and we predicted this index of stereotypic likability based on

one squared centered prosperity or ideology stereotype at a

time. Every single of the six squared centered prosperity/ideol-

ogy stereotypes explained a sizable, statistically significant

Table 3. Stereotypic Liking Explained With(Out) Similarity in Stereotypic Prosperity/Ideology.

Geographic Model Additional Stereotype R2 DR2 F(1, 47) Z2
p CI LB CI UB

Subjective “W–E”/“S–N” .43 (.17)
“Religious–Atheist” .50 (.17) .07 (.09) 33.5*** .41 .23 .54
“Conservative–Liberal” .50 (.17) .07 (.09) 27.5*** .36 .18 .50
“Anti–Pro gun control” .51 (.16) .08 (.07) 50.7*** .51 .34 .62
“Republican–Democrat” .49 (.17) .06 (.09) 20.4*** .30 .12 .44
“Poor–Wealthy” .51 (.16) .08 (.08) 47.4*** .50 .32 .61
“Uneducated–Educated” .49 (.16) .06 (.08) 24.6*** .34 .16 .48

Objective “W–E”/“S–N” .16 (.11)
“Religious–Atheist” .39 (.18) .23 (.16) 103.9*** .68 .55 .76
“Conservative–Liberal” .37 (.18) .21 (.17) 75.0*** .61 .45 .70
“Anti–Pro gun control” .37 (.17) .21 (.14) 105.3*** .69 .55 .76
“Republican–Democrat” .29 (.16) .13 (.13) 49.9*** .51 .33 .62
“Poor–Wealthy” .38 (.16) .22 (.14) 110.8*** .70 .57 .77
“Uneducated–Educated” .37 (.19) .21 (.17) 78.29*** .62 .46 .71

Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. CI LB/UP stands for 90% confidence interval lower bound/upper bound. W–E ¼Western–Eastern; S–N ¼
Southern–Northern.
***p � .001.
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amount of stereotypic likability variance, MR2 ¼ 0.18, SD ¼
0.12, all ps < .05 (i.e., proof for the proposed curvilinear

relation, for a graphic illustration, see Online Supplemental

Material, part 12), whereas five of the six prosperity/ideology

stereotypes did not predict stereotypic likability if not squared

centered, MR2 ¼ 0.02, SD ¼ 0.17, ps between .01 (“Anti–Pro

gun control”) and .11–.97 (the other stereotypes; i.e., no proof

for the corresponding linear relation). Thus, consistent with the

ABC model of spontaneous stereotypes about groups (Koch

et al., 2016), across people from all states seen as more average

on prosperity/ideology were stereotyped as more likable.

General Discussion

“I am from . . . .” Place of origin or residence is often one of the

first pieces of information that people get about others. As peo-

ple apply stereotypes especially when they lack (effort, time,

or) information about others (Fiske & Neuberg, 1990), and as

different stereotypes are followed by different thoughts, feel-

ings, and actions (e.g., Koch, Imhoff, Dotsch, Unkelbach, &

Alves, 2017), figuring out the content of spontaneous state

stereotypes is a relevant research endeavor. Here, we computed

U.S. citizens’ cognitive map of the United States to reveal the

spontaneous stereotypes they hold about the U.S. states.

The cognitive map turned out to be a distortion of the U.S.

geographic map toward the prosperity and ideology stereotypes

“poor–wealthy,” "uneducated–educated,” “religious–atheist,”

“conservative–liberal,” “anti–pro gun control,” and “Republican–

Democrat” (see Online Supplemental Material, parts 5 and

6). Accordingly, the results of Studies 1/2 (N ¼ 873) showed

for the first time that in addition to the (inter)cardinal direc-

tions, participants spontaneously used these prosperity/ideol-

ogy stereotypes to mentally organize the states (see Tables 1/

2). People’s spontaneous prosperity/ideology stereotypes were

consistent with the ones that U.S. citizens in recent research

spontaneously used to mentally organize U.S. groups, namely,

agency/socioeconomic success (A) and conservative–progres-

sive beliefs (B; Koch et al., 2016). Because A and B as found

for groups were more or less orthogonal, whereas prosperity

and ideology as found for U.S. states correlated strongly, we

concluded that the ABC model of spontaneous stereotypes

does not generalize across social domains, space, and time.

In Study 3 (N¼ 497), people from each state rated the extent

to which citizens from their state like citizens from each state.

Confirming the importance of the spontaneous prosperity and

ideology stereotypes revealed in Studies 1 and 2, interstate

similarity in stereotypic prosperity and ideology predicted

stereotypic interstate liking over and above interstate proximity

in “S–N” and “W–E.” Independent of this state-level similarity

breeds liking effect, states stereotyped as more average on

prosperity (A) and ideology (B) were stereotyped as more lik-

able across all states. Because liking and communion (C) are

interchangeable terms (Imhoff & Koch, 2017), Study 3’s

results were consistent with the ABC model of spontaneous

stereotypes (Koch et al., 2016).
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